University of Idaho Library Resources related to the 1910 Forest Fires

**Primary Resources:**

Bunker Hill Mining Company, Manuscript Group 367, University of Idaho Library, Special Collections & Archives: [http://www.lib.uidaho.edu/special-collections/Manuscripts/mg367i.htm](http://www.lib.uidaho.edu/special-collections/Manuscripts/mg367i.htm).


Latah County Oral History Project, Manuscript Group 415, University of Idaho Library, Special Collections & Archives: [http://www.lib.uidaho.edu/special-collections/Manuscripts/mg415.htm](http://www.lib.uidaho.edu/special-collections/Manuscripts/mg415.htm).

Legislative Papers of Jerome Day, 1909-1910, Manuscript Group 5381, University of Idaho Library, Special Collections & Archives.

**Secondary Resources:**
Cohen, Stan and Don Miller. The Big Burn: The Northwest’s forest fire of 1910.
   UI Library Main Stacks: SD421.C65
   Special Collections: Day-NW SD421.C65

   Special Collections: Day-NW PS3603.R3858S25 2005

Early Days in the Forest Service. U.S.D.A. Forest Service, Northern Region.
   Special Collections: Day-NW SD127.U5 v.1-4
   US Government Documents Collection: A 13.2:F 76/77/v.1-4

   UI Library Periodicals Collections: Per F741.I4
   Special Collections: Idaho F741.I4

Egan, Timothy. The Big Burn: Teddy Roosevelt and the fire that saved America.
   UI Library Main Stacks: E757.E325 2009
   Special Collections: Day-NW E757.E325 2009

Greeley, William B. Forests and Men.
   UI Library Main Stacks: SD143.G74
   Special Collections: Day-NW SD143. G74
   UI Library Book Storage: Per SD1.A45, v. 36

Holbrook, Stewart H. Burning an empire.
   UI Library Main Stacks: SD421.H65
   Special Collections: Day-NW SD421.H65

House, Connie. Holocaust and Heroes: Firefighters of North Idaho.
   Special Collections: Day-NW SD421.32.I2H683 1996

Hult, Ruby El. Northwest Disaster: Avalanche and fire.
   UI Library Main Stacks: F852.H92
   Special Collections: Day-NW F852.H92

Koch, Elers. Forty years a forester.
   UI Library Main Stacks: SD129.K63A3 1998
   Special Collections: Day-NW SD129.K63A3 1998

   UI Library Book Storage: Per SD1.A45, v. 85

   Special Collections: Day-NW F852.P25 v. 7-12

Pulaski, E.C. “Surrounded by Forest Fires: My most exciting experience as a forest ranger.” American Forests, August 1923, p. 485-486.
   UI Library Book Storage: Per SD1.A45, v. 29

Pyne, Stephen J. Year of the Fires
   UI Library Main Stacks: SD421.32.M9P96 2001
   Special Collections: Day-NW SD421.32.M9P96 2001

Spencer, Betty Goodwin. The Big Blowup: The Northwest’s great fire.
   UI Library Main Stacks: SD421.S65
   Special Collections: Day-NW SD421.S65

When the Mountains Roared: Stories of the 1910 Fire. Forest Service, Idaho Panhandle National Forests
   UI Library Main Stacks: SD421.32.I2.W5
   Special Collections: Day-NW SD421.32.I2.W5
   US Government Documents: A 13.2:F51x